We are all frustrated with Mother Nature. Canceling World of Speed was a big decision. In retrospect since there was a storm on Sept 8th and all is still soggy, It was a good decision. It was also done early enough we were able to pause and cancel some big ticket items. This is enabling us to send refunds and roll entries, etc. Look for Cindy’s letter. (I will reprint here too!)

There are 2 camera views of the salt. The every 20 minutes at about the 3 mile is at: https://meso1.chpc.utah.edu/station_cameras/bflat_cam/bflat_cam_current.jpg

The other is from tourists able to post pictures of the end of the road. This link is at: https://www.chronolog.io/site/BSF101

If you go clear to the end of the bar and click you don’t have to see every picture. The water is constantly moving!

Hello WOS entry

We know you are as disappointed as we are that Mother Nature didn’t cooperate with us to hold the event. We are hoping she has bigger better plans for the Salt flats that we all love.

Since this is the second year September was flooded with rain, we have entries that have rolled as well as new entries this year. We also have a few from test and tune that rolled.

We would love to offer a refund minus 35 dollars Administrative fee and we will send you a participating shirt just let me know the size by September 20th.

Another option is to buy tee-shirts, sweatshirts, calendars and/or donating your fee. We couldn’t hold this event without the support from our amazing members like you!!

Please contact me ASAP, so we can close our books for this year smoothly and get your tee shirt in the mail

> Sincerely
> Cindy Oliphant, Secretary/Registrar, 801 652-1988